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Objectives

By the end of this presentation, participants 
will be able to:
1. Outline the key elements of an 

Enhanced Recovery After Surgery 
program

2. Explain the benefits of integrated 
decision support



ERAS
A General Overview of



History1

»The Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) protocol 
was developed in 2001 by a group of academic 
surgeons in Europe

»Emphasis is on the quality, not the speed, of recovery
»It is a multimodal, multidisciplinary, evidence-based 

approach to the care of the surgical patient
»Started with colorectal surgery, but has expanded and 

been shown to improve outcomes in most major surgical 
specialties



Why Colorectal ERAS?2

»Contemporary colorectal surgery is often associated with: 
~ Long length of stay (8 days for open surgery and 5 days for 

laparoscopic surgery)
~ High cost
~ Rates of surgical site infection approaching 20%

»During the hospital stay for elective colorectal surgery, the 
incidence of perioperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) may 
be as high as 80% in patients with certain risk factors

»After discharge from colorectal surgery, readmission rates 
have been noted as high as 35.4%



Changes in Practice1

Minimize stress and improve the body’s 
response to stress
Minimize fluid shifts
Avoid traditional care elements that have 
been shown to be harmful



Targeted Outcomes3

Decreased variability in practice
Reduced morbidity
Shorter length of stay
Improved pain control with decreased opioid use 
Improved post-op nausea
Reduced readmissions



Continuity of Care



Challenges1

»Continuity of care across the outpatient 
clinic, pre-op unit, operating room, PACU, 
floor

»Health care professionals tend to 
overestimate their care, outcomes, and 
compliance 

»Sustaining improvement



ERAS SHARED BASELINE 
PROTOCOL

Loma Linda University Medical Center’s Implementation of an



Overview

»Surgeons were already using a process 
outlined on paper

»Started process to automate decision 
support Jan 31, 2018

»ERAS pathway live in EPIC Aug 6, 2018



Process for SBP Development



Getting Started

»Identify opportunity
~LOS
~Complications (SSI, ileus)

»Identify project champions
~Surgery
~Anesthesia
~Nursing



Considerations

»Automated decision-support may require 
looking at the process from a different 
perspective

»First time using the Pathway functionality in 
EPIC

»Inclusion and exclusion criteria
»What and how to measure



Pathway Initiation



Pathway Management



Pathway Orders



Pathway Overview



Analytics



Analytics



Analytics



Analytics



Analytics

Surgeon performance listed by name



Analytics



Next Steps

»Cost Integration
»Optimize ERAS pathway for complex 
colorectal surgeries

»Expand ERAS pathways to include Gyn
Onc, Ortho, Urology, and other surgical 
specialties



Direct Cost Integration Example

»Direct Cost and Utilization for Labs, Imaging and Pharmacy



Direct Cost Integration Example

»Direct Cost and Utilization for Labs, Imaging and Pharmacy



»In Production:
~ Heart Failure
~ Sickle Cell Anemia
~ Colorectal ERAS

»Coming Soon
~ Preeclampsia
~ Growth Velocity
~ Sepsis

» In Development
~ Acute Coronary 

Syndrome
~ Pediatric Asthma

Goal is 10-12 shared baseline protocols a year

Other Shared Baseline Protocols



Goals

»Improve patient care
»Decrease inappropriate variation
»Make it easier for providers to give 
patients evidence-based care

»Provide the data necessary to drive 
improvement



Questions?

cacianci@llu.edu
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